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 Zalo Marketing Key Features: - It is a leading email marketing tool, which helps you to create and deliver effective emails by
using best practices - It provides you the ability to customize your emails based on user's interests, market conditions and

demographic profiles - The tool gives you an easy way to send targeted emails at scale across thousands of users. - It helps you
to create dynamic content and design emails that convert your users into buyers. - This tool helps you to segment and target your
audience using various profiles. - It has a simple yet powerful interface. - You can design various layouts that look good on any
devices. - It has various triggers and integrations that allow you to track the effectiveness of your emails. - The tool helps you to

create, edit, schedule, track, view and publish HTML-compliant emails. - Zalo Marketing has been designed to increase your
sales by focusing on creating impactful emails. - It has various features to help you to create powerful emails and help you to
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drive more sales - It gives you the ability to analyze the most important metrics that help you to find out the success of your
emails. - It helps you to generate more sales and increase your ROI. - It is easy to use and allows you to create and send

professional looking emails. - The tool helps you to segment and target your audience using various profiles. - It provides you
the ability to send different emails such as; event based emails, product recommendations, product launches, personalized

emails, subject line optimization, etc. - It helps you to track the performance of your emails by providing you valuable insights
on everything you wish to know about your campaigns. - You can use Zalo Marketing free of cost. - Zalo Marketing is

developed using PHP, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, SQL, and AJAX. - You can easily install the tool on your server or
even on a cloud hosting service. - Zalo Marketing provides a well documented API to help you to build your own email

campaigns. - Zalo Marketing helps you to make your emails look more professional. - 82157476af
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